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Abstract  

The enzymatic esterification of oleic acid and 1-butanol to butyl oleate 

was performed in an aqueous-organic system in capillary microreactors with 

various inner diameters operated under slug flow. The free Rhizomucor 

miehei lipase in the aqueous phase was used as catalyst and n-heptane as 

the organic solvent. A close to 100% yield of butyl oleate could be achieved 

in the microreactor made of polytetrafluoroethylene within 30 min residence 

time at 30 °C. The reaction rate is well described by the existing kinetic 

model based on a Ping Pong Bi Bi mechanism with competitive inhibition of 

1-butanol. This model was extended to describe the effect of the interfacial 

area and aqueous to organic flow ratio in microreactors. By performing the 

reaction at low aqueous to organic flow ratios in hydrophilic microreactors 

(e.g., made of stainless steel), the enzyme turnover number could be 

enhanced significantly making it promising for process intensification.  

5.1. Introduction 

Biodiesel is a promising renewable fuel that can be obtained from 

triglycerides and fatty acids present in biobased oils (e.g., plant oils and 

waste cooking oils) and animal fats.1–3 It is a potential and alternative 

transportation fuel to the conventional diesel derived from fossil resources. 

Besides its renewability, biodiesel has the advantages that it is 

biodegradable, non-toxic and its combustion results in lower sulfur, CO and 

NOx emissions than the conventional diesel.4 Despite its promising 

properties, biodiesel is still too expensive and suffers some logistic and 

technical issues that need to be resolved to make it a feasible alternative 

for petroleum-based transportation fuels. 

The synthesis of biodiesel is typically realized by a transesterification 

reaction of triglycerides with a (biobased) alcohol (e.g., methanol, ethanol, 

1-butanol), where glycerol is formed as a side product. Besides 

triglycerides, biobased oils may contain free fatty acids (e.g., oleic acid), 

water and impurities.2 Industrial biodiesel production is commonly 

performed using homogeneous alkali catalysts (e.g., NaOH) at  

60 – 80 °C.1–3 The main advantages of alkali catalysts are their relatively 

low cost and capability of high biodiesel production rate. In such processes, 

biodiesel needs to be washed to remove the contaminated traces of alkali. 

Biobased oil feedstocks with free fatty acid content require the pretreatment 

with an acidic catalyst in order to reduce the subsequent soap formation 
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(saponification) over alkali catalysts, which otherwise results in product loss 

and complicates the separation of biodiesel from the glycerol side product. 

The presence of water in the feedstock should be minimized as this can 

form fatty acids by the hydrolysis of triglycerides. Due to these 

pretreatment and purification steps, the alkali-catalyzed process can 

produce around 20 wt% wastewater as compared to the amount of biodiesel 

produced,5 resulting in an energy consuming and less environmentally 

friendly process.  

Enzymatic synthesis of biodiesel using lipases as catalyst is a greener 

alternative to the conventional alkali-catalyzed route,6–12 which can be 

performed selectively under mild reaction conditions (20 – 50 °C). Lipases 

can directly convert triglycerides (by transesterification), fatty acids (by 

esterification) or mixtures thereof to biodiesel, without the need of the 

feedstock pretreatment. In such processes, no soaps are formed in the 

presence of water or fatty acids, so that lipases can be reused without 

requiring the additional product washing steps that generate wastewater. 

This particularly opens opportunities for biodiesel production by enzymatic 

conversion of biobased oil feedstocks with relatively high fatty acid content 

(e.g., waste cooking oils).13–15 Downsides of enzymes are that they are 

generally more expensive and have lower catalytic activity than 

conventional alkali catalysts, thus requiring longer reaction times to obtain 

the same product yields.16 Lipases can be applied homogeneously as free 

enzymes, or as heterogeneous catalysts immobilized on a solid support. 

Immobilized enzymes have been widely applied in the synthesis of 

biodiesel,17 e.g., by the (trans)esterification of waste cooking oils and 

ethanol.18 The immobilization of enzymes has the advantages of increased 

catalyst stability, ease of reuse and lower downstream processing costs as 

no additional catalyst separation is needed.19 However, immobilized 

enzymes may be less active than free enzymes, and the immobilization 

procedure can be expensive and time consuming. In contrast, by 

performing the free lipase-catalyzed (trans)esterification reactions in a 

biphasic aqueous-organic system with the enzyme in the aqueous phase, 

oil and biodiesel product in the organic phase (in the presence of a solvent), 

the lipase can be easily separated and reused. Furthermore, the separation 

of biodiesel (organic phase) from the glycerol byproduct (aqueous phase) 

in the case of transesterification of triglycerides is facilitated, although an 

excessive accumulation of glycerol in the lipase containing aqueous phase 

may eventually affect the enzymatic performance. Moreover, such biphasic 
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systems promote the enzyme performance of certain lipases by interfacial 

activation, where active sites are generated on the aqueous-organic 

interface by the induced lid-opening of the enzyme.20–22 Hence, the free 

lipase-catalyzed reactions have been researched in biphasic aqueous-

organic systems for the hydrolysis of triglycerides to fatty acids,23–25 the 

esterification of fatty acids to biodiesel,26–28 and the direct conversion of 

triglycerides to biodiesel by transesterification.29,30 The reaction rate of oleic 

acid esterification with 1-butanol, as well as the transesterification of plant 

oils (i.e., sunflower oil with 1-butanol), in biphasic systems using the free 

Rhizomucor miehei lipase (RML) as catalyst in batch reactors has been 

reported to be well described by a kinetic expression based on a Ping Pong 

Bi Bi mechanism with the competitive 1-butanol inhibition.27,30 Enzyme 

performance was enhanced by an intensive stirring in these reactors which 

increased the interfacial area and thus promoted the reaction. The 

remarkable influence of the interfacial area on the enzymatic reaction rate 

thus gives potential for process intensification in novel multiphase reactors 

in which a superior liquid-liquid interfacial area is achieved. 

The potential of process intensification for biodiesel synthesis has been 

widely addressed and can increase the techno-economic feasibility of 

industrial scale biodiesel production.31,32 In this field, relatively few process 

intensification methods for enzymatic biodiesel synthesis have been 

reported so far. Continuous centrifugal contactor separator devices with 

intensified liquid-liquid mixing and combined reaction/separation have been 

applied for enzymatic biodiesel synthesis from both fatty acids and 

triglycerides using free or immobilized lipases.33–35 Other works reported 

e.g., a perforated rotating disc reactor for the esterification of oleic acid 

with ethanol36 and a basket impeller extractive reactor column for the 

transesterification of waste frying oil with ethanol (both using an 

immobilized lipase),37 and a centrifugal partition reactor for the free lipase-

catalyzed esterification of oleic acid with 1-butanol.38,39 Continuous flow 

microreactors (chip- or capillary based) have received a lot of attention in 

the synthesis of biodiesel using homogeneous or heterogeneous 

catalysts.40–42 Yet few studies have been performed on enzymatic biodiesel 

synthesis using immobilized,43–47 and free lipases in microreactors.48,49 The 

transesterification of canola oil with methanol catalyzed by a lipase from 

Candida Rugosa was performed in a capillary microreactor at 37 °C, where 

a fatty acid methyl ester (FAME biodiesel) yield of 72% was obtained in  

120 min.48 The esterification of oleic acid with ethanol using a lipase from 
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Candida Antarctica resulted in an almost 100% fatty acid conversion in 10 

min in a Corning microreactor at 50 °C.49 With homogeneous (alkali-based) 

catalysts typically much lower residence times (i.e., within 1 min) are 

required to achieve the same results (cf. Table 1.7 in Chapter 1).  

Due to their small sizes (with characteristic dimensions on the order of 

ca. 1 mm or below), microreactors offer several fundamental advantages 

over traditional reactors (e.g., batch or continuous stirred tank reactors) 

such as enhanced heat transfer resulting in a precise temperature control 

to guarantee the optimal reaction activity.50,51 The large specific interfacial 

area obtained in microreactors (e.g., operated under slug flow) enhances 

multiphase mass transfer so that chemical reactions with fast kinetics can 

be intensified considerably in microreactors.52 Microreactors can provide 

high product quality consistency due to the narrowed residence time 

distribution in a continuous flow.53 Furthermore, they allow for relatively 

easy upscaling by numbering-up without a significant performance loss 

(especially when the number of reaction channels involved is not very 

large).54,55 Thus, microreactor flow processing holds great promises for an 

improved reaction performance for enzymatic biodiesel synthesis using free 

lipases, especially regarding a precise control of the large interfacial area 

available under slug flow.56,57 The reduced shear stress in microreactors as 

compared to the rigorously stirred batch reactors may be critical to maintain 

a superior enzyme activity.  

In this work, the homogeneous RML-catalyzed synthesis of butyl oleate 

(FABE biodiesel) was investigated by the esterification of oleic acid with  

1-butanol (a biobased alcohol that can be obtained from fermentation 

processes58). RML is a highly active free lipase that can synthesize biodiesel 

by the transesterification of triglycerides and esterification of fatty acids.59 

The biphasic aqueous-organic esterification of oleic using 1-butanol was 

reported to be faster than when using lower molecular weight alcohols (e.g., 

methanol, ethanol).27 This is mainly because of the higher partition 

coefficient of 1-butanol over the two phases, which enhances the 1-butanol 

concentration in the organic phase and therewith increases the kinetic 

reaction rate. The reaction was performed in a capillary microreactor system 

operated under slug flow. Here, the enzyme was dissolved in the aqueous 

phase, oleic acid in the organic (n-heptane) phase and 1-butanol distributed 

over the two phases with the reaction taking place on the aqueous-organic 

interface (Figure 5.1). A slight excess of 1-butanol was used to suppress 

the reversed hydrolysis reaction of butyl oleate back to oleic acid. Process 
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parameters (i.e., length, diameter and material of microreactors, two-phase 

flow rates, enzyme and substrate concentrations) were varied to investigate 

the reaction performance, to examine the validity and applicability of the 

literature kinetic models in slug flow microreactors, and to identify the 

intensification potential therein by a further performance optimization.  

 

Figure 5.1. Graphical overview of the free lipase-catalyzed oleic acid esterification in a 
slug flow microreactor (conditions shown for a hydrophobic microreactor wall).  

5.2. Experimental  

5.2.1. Chemicals 

Oleic acid (technical grade, 90%), 1-butanol (99%), ethyl oleate (98%), 

Rhizomucor miehei lipase (RML) in the aqueous solution (≥ 20,000 Unit/g),  

N-methyl-N(trimethylsilyl)trifluoroacetamide for GC-derivatization 

(98.5%), pentadecane (99%), and buffer compounds (Na2HPO4·2H2O, 

98.0% and KH2PO4, > 99%) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Acetic acid 

(99.5%) and n-heptane (99%) were obtained from Acros Organics. For the 

preparation of aqueous solutions, Milli-Q water was used. The aqueous RML 

solution had a density of 1.131 g/mL, corresponding to a dry enzyme 

concentration (Cenz,aq) of ca. 131 g/Laq. 

5.2.2. Microreactor setup and experimental procedure  

Figure 5.2 depicts the experimental setup. The aqueous feed consisted of 

RML (0.5 – 5 g/Laq) diluted in a phosphate buffer solution (pH 5.6). The 

organic feed consisted of 1-butanol (0.25 – 4 mol/Lorg) and oleic acid  

(0.15 – 1.3 mol/Lorg) in n-heptane including pentadecane (0.1 mol/Lorg) as 

an in situ internal standard. In most experiments, the two phases were fed 

by syringe pumps (model LA30, HLL GmbH) into a polyether ether ketone 

(PEEK) Y-junction (inner diameter: 0.5 mm), generating an aqueous-
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organic slug flow in the subsequent microreactor made of 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). For a few experiments aiming at reaching 

almost a full conversion of oleic acid at sufficiently long residence times  

(30 – 60 min), a binary HPLC pump from Hewlett Packard (Agilent series 

1100) was used to feed both liquid phases. All experiments were performed 

at atmospheric pressure and ca. 30 °C, which is within the optimum 

performance temperature (30 – 50 °C) for ester synthesis by Rhizomucor 

miehei lipase (www.novozymes.com). In the free RML-catalyzed 

transesterification of sunflower oil with methanol, it was found that highest 

biodiesel yield was obtained at 30 – 40 °C and the yield was significantly 

lower at 50 – 60 °C, probably due to the enzyme deactivation.29 The 

microreactor was heated by immersing it in a heated water bath. 

Throughout the experiments, PTFE microreactors of different lengths  

(LC = 0.5 – 8 m) and inner diameters (dC = 0.3 – 1 mm) were typically 

used. The volumetric flow rates of the aqueous (Qaq) and organic (Qorg) 

phases ranged from 0.007 to 0.1 mL/min, and 0.02 to 0.1 mL/min, 

respectively. In the experiments, the liquid-liquid flow pattern in the 

microreactor was captured with a Nikon D3300 digital camera, equipped 

with a Nikon lens (AF-S Micro NIKKOR 60mm F/2.8G ED). At the outlet of 

the microreactor, the reaction mixture was quenched with acetic acid to 

deactivate the enzyme and stop the reaction. The sample mixture was then 

centrifuged to separate the organic phase for product analysis (vide infra). 

 

Figure 5.2. Schematic presentation of the PTFE microreactor setup (with syringe pumps 
typically used for fluid delivery). 

To investigate the effect of microreactor wettability on the reaction 

performance, several experiments were performed in a hydrophilic stainless 

steel (SS) capillary microreactor (LC = 1 m, dC = 1 mm). The two phases 
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were mixed in a stainless steel T-junction (inner diameter: 1.5 mm). The 

volumetric flow rates of the aqueous and organic phases ranged from 0.007 

to 0.1 mL/min, and 0.02 to 0.1 mL/min, respectively. To indicate slug flow 

patterns in this nontransparent microreactor, a glass capillary (LC = 10 mm, 

dC = 1 mm) was attached at the microreactor outlet by a stainless steel 

connector to allow for flow visualization therein. The other experimental 

details remain unchanged. 

All experimental data were collected under a steady state operation in 

the microreactor. It is assumed that a steady state was achieved by waiting 

at least 3 times the residence time under a stable slug flow operation. Each 

experimental condition was performed at least in triplicate. 

5.2.3. Analysis 

Substrate and product concentrations in the organic phase before and 

after the reaction were analyzed by a gas chromatography equipped with 

flame ionization detector (GC-FID). Samples were prepared by diluting 

5 – 20 μL of the collected organic phase in 1.8 mL n-heptane, followed by 

adding 20 μL N-methyl-N(trimethylsilyl)trifluoroacetamide (MSTFA) for the 

derivatization of oleic acid by silylation. GC-FID analysis was performed with 

a Restek Stabilwax-DA column (15 m × 0.32 mm × 0.25 μm), where its 

temperature was increased from 50 °C to 300 °C at 50 °C/min using helium 

carrier gas at 2.5 mL/min. Calibration measurements using standard 

solutions were performed to determine the relative response factors of 

(silylated) oleic acid and butyl oleate. Since butyl oleate was not available 

in a pure form, a calibration was performed for ethyl oleate assuming an 

equal relative response factor by correcting for the difference in the 

molecular weight.60 

5.2.4. Definitions 

The oleic acid conversion (XFA) and butyl oleate yield (YFABE) in the 

microreactor are determined as follows 

,

, ,0

1 100%FA org

FA

FA org

C
X

C

 
= − ×  
 

  (5.1) 

,

, ,0

100%FABE org

FABE

FA org

C
Y

C
= ×   (5.2) 

Here, CFA,org and CFABE,org are the concentrations of oleic acid and butyl oleate 

(FABE), respectively, in the organic phase at a certain microreactor axial 
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position. CFA,org,0 is the oleic acid concentration in the organic phase at the 

microreactor inlet.  

The residence time (τ) in the microreactor is calculated by 

2

4 C C
C

M org aq

d LV

Q Q Q

π

τ = =
+

 (5.3) 

where VC, dC and LC are the microreactor volume, inner diameter and length, 

respectively. QM denotes the total volumetric flow rate of the aqueous-

organic mixture.  

The mixture velocity (UM) is thus defined as 

2 2

4 4

org aqM
M

C C

Q QQ
U

d d
π π

+
= =   (5.4) 

5.3. Results and discussion 

5.3.1. Reaction performance in the PTFE microreactor 

5.3.1.1. Typical reaction profile  

A typical reaction profile in the PTFE microreactor as a function of the 

residence time is presented in Figure 5.3. The residence time was altered 

by performing the reaction in microreactors of different lengths for a given 

total flow rate. The reaction variables (i.e., enzyme and substrate 

concentrations) and the aqueous to organic flow ratios were kept constant, 

so that flow patterns did not change significantly for these different 

experiments. No unidentified side products were observed from GC-FID 

analysis and the sum of oleic acid and butyl oleate corresponded to a closed 

mass balance for each residence time (Figure 5.3), indicating that all 

reacted oleic acid was converted to butyl oleate.   
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Figure 5.3. Measured oleic acid conversion and butyl oleate yield as a function of the 
residence time in the PTFE microreactor. Reaction conditions: 30 °C,  
CBuOH,org,f = 0.96 mol/Lorg (i.e., the concentration of 1-butanol in the organic feed), CFA,org,0 
= 0.62 mol/Lorg, Cenz,aq = 2.32 g/Laq, dC = 0.8 mm, LC = 1.67 – 10 m and Qaq = Qorg = 0.05 
mL/min for τ < 30 min,  experiments for τ = 30 – 60 min were conducted in a 10 m 
microreactor by adjusting the flow rate (Qaq/Qorg = 1). Error bar indicates the standard 
deviation measured from the experimental runs at least in triplicate (the same for other 
figures hereafter, if applicable). 

The oleic acid conversion and butyl oleate yield appeared to be 

proportional to the residence time for a given flow rate (i.e., at τ < 30 min). 

46% oleic acid conversion was obtained in 15 min in this PTFE microreactor 

(dC = 0.8 mm) at the given operating conditions. Further increasing the 

residence time to 30 min and higher resulted in nearly full oleic acid 

conversion and butyl oleate yield (96 – 98%). It should be noted that the 

experiments at residence times of 30 – 60 min were conducted using a 

binary HPLC pump instead of syringe pumps for the rest experiments  

(cf. Section 5.2.2). This pump switch seemed to cause a slightly different 

slug flow profile with a somewhat higher liquid-liquid interfacial area  

(4,125 m2/m3) than those at other conditions shown in this figure  

(3,700 m2/m3). This higher interfacial area contributed to a higher reaction 

rate and thus a more than doubled conversion of oleic acid (close to 100%) 

was achieved at 30 min compared with that at 15 min. The effect of 

interfacial area (and its calculation) on the reaction performance will be 

addressed in more detail in the following section 5.3.1.3.  
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5.3.1.2. Absence of mass transfer limitations  

Experiments were performed under different mixture velocities (UM;  

cf. Eq. 5.4) in the PTFE microreactor to determine if there were mass 

transfer limitations for this reaction (Figure 5.4). The residence time was 

kept equal for a given mixture velocity by adjusting the microreactor length 

(the aqueous-organic flow ratio being kept the same). It is commonly 

known that under slug flow, a relatively high mixture velocity results in an 

increased mass transfer coefficient (kL) in both the organic slug (kL,org) and 

the aqueous droplet (kL,aq).61–63 Thus, under mass transfer limited 

conditions the reaction rate would be affected by a significant change in the 

mixture velocity (or kL). The results of Figure 5.4 suggest that under the 

conditions of this work, a considerable influence of the mixture velocity on 

the oleic acid conversion is absent for a given residence time. Thus, it is 

reasonable to conclude that the reaction in the current microreactor system 

was limited by the slow reaction kinetics of the enzymatic reaction, as also 

supported by the superior mass transfer properties of slug flow 

microreactors. In other words, mass transfer effects related to the transport 

of substrates and enzyme to the liquid-liquid interface (the locus of the 

reaction) on the overall reaction rate can be neglected.27  

 

Figure 5.4. Influence of the mixture velocity on the measured oleic acid conversion in the 
PTFE microreactor. Reaction conditions: 30 °C, CBuOH,org,f = 0.96 mol/Lorg,  
CFA,org,0 = 0.62 mol/Lorg, Cenz,aq = 2.32 g/Laq, dC = 0.8 mm, Qaq/Qorg = 1, τ = 5 or 10 min. 
Lines are shown for visual guidance. 

The small deviations observed in the oleic acid conversion in Figure 5.4, 

especially at the longer residence time (τ = 10 min), could be due to a slight 

change in the aqueous-organic slug flow profile. For experiments with each 
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capillary microreactor of a certain length (Figure 5.2), the reactor was 

reconnected to the PEEK Y-junction which can result in a slight alteration in 

the mixer geometry.64,65 The capillary might be also slightly different in 

terms of wettability or roughness. The flow rate, and thus the flow ratio 

between the two phases, could change slightly due to pump fluctuations 

and inaccuracies. All these factors could have a certain influence on the 

liquid-liquid interfacial area that led to a slightly different oleic acid 

conversion (see more details of the interfacial area effect in the following 

sections). 

5.3.1.3. Influence of the liquid-liquid interfacial area  

The lipase catalyzed biphasic (esterification) reaction is well known to be 

affected by the liquid-liquid interfacial area in biphasic systems, which has 

been reported extensively.66–68 In reported kinetic studies,27,39 it was 

concluded that the reaction rate of the free RML-catalyzed esterification of 

oleic acid with 1-butanol in a biphasic aqueous-organic system is influenced 

by the aqueous-organic interfacial area. However, in these studies no 

dedicated experiments were performed to quantify the effect of the 

interfacial area on the reaction rate. Furthermore, it was difficult to visualize 

all droplets, e.g., in the batch reactor setup, which in addition to the non-

uniform droplet size distribution could complicate the accurate 

determination of the interfacial area. In a continuous flow microreactor, a 

well-defined slug flow with uniform slug and droplet sizes can be easily 

generated. Thus, the interfacial area can be determined precisely by flow 

visualization. To clearly reveal the influence of the interfacial area, 

experiments were performed in PTFE microreactors with different inner 

diameters. For each microreactor (LC = 1 m), the mixture velocity was kept 

constant (UM = 20 cm/min) by adjusting the total volumetric flow rate at a 

residence time of 5 min (Qaq/Qorg = 1). The oleic acid conversion increased 

with decreasing microreactor diameter, due to the increase of the interfacial 

area generated in smaller microreactors (Figure 5.5). Given that there were 

no mass transfer limitations in microreactors with an inner diameter of  

0.8 mm (Figure 5.4), it can be assumed that these are also absent in 

microreactors of similar inner diameters operated under the same mixture 

velocity (as shown in Figure 5.5), which holds especially in the smaller 

diameter microreactors where mass transfer is further enhanced by the 

increase in interfacial area therein. The results of Figure 5.5 clearly confirm 

that the reaction kinetic rate is positively affected by the interfacial area in 
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PTFE microreactors. An in-depth discussion of this effect is given in Section 

5.3.2. 

 

Figure 5.5. Influence of the interfacial area on the measured oleic acid conversion in PTFE 
microreactors of different inner diameters. Reaction conditions: 30 °C, UM = 20 cm/min, 
CBuOH,org,f = 0.96 mol/Lorg, CFA,org,0 = 0.62 mol/Lorg, Cenz,aq = 2.32 g/Laq, dC = 0.3 – 1 mm, LC 
= 1 m, τ = 5 min.  

The interfacial area (as shown in Figure 5.5) was calculated according to 

the flow images captured (e.g., see Figure 5.6) and using the equations 

shown below. The droplet and slug lengths (denoted as LD and LS, 

respectively) in the slug flow images were measured (Figure 5.6). The total 

specific interfacial area (a) available for the reaction can be distinguished 

between the contributions from the cap (acap) and film (afilm) regions. 

cap film
a a a= +  (5.5) 

The liquid film surface (or the droplet body) is assumed to be cylinder-

shaped with a droplet diameter (dD) approximately equal to dC and a film 

length of Lfilm. Thus, it is obtained that 

2
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π
π= =

++
 (5.6) 

The end cap is assumed to be of the oblate spheroid shape with three 

elliptic radii being approximated as dC/2, dC/2 and Lcap (Figure 5.6). Thus, 

there is 
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where e, the ellipticity of the oblate spheroid, is defined as 
2

2
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d
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d
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 =
 
 
 

  (5.8) 

 

Figure 5.6. Slug flow pictures in PTFE microreactors of different inner diameters, including 
a magnified view of the droplet and slug dimensions. The aqueous phase appeared as the 
droplet and the organic phase as the slug. 

In PTFE microreactors operated under slug flow in this work, a was varied 

between 2,500 – 10,000 m2/m3. A higher a was obtained in smaller 

diameter microreactors or at higher aqueous to organic volumetric flow 

ratios. In the literature, an even higher interfacial area has been reported 

for the same reaction system. For instance, in the rigorously stirred batch 

reactor (at 1500 rpm) reported by Kraai et al.,27 nearly 100% oleic acid 

conversion was achieved under similar conditions using a lower lipase 

concentration (Cenz,aq = 0.2 g/Laq). This higher enzyme activity in the batch 

reactor was due to a very high liquid-liquid interfacial area by the fine 

organic droplets (average Sauter diameter of 24 μm) generated therein, 

corresponding to a specific interfacial area of 105,000 m2/m3
 (cf. Section 

S5.1 in the Supporting Information for calculation details).27 Although 

higher interfacial areas, and thus reaction rates, could be obtained in an 

optimized lab-scale batch reactor under intensive stirring than in the 

microreactor used in this work, much higher energy consumption was also 

involved in the former case. And it is expected that for pilot or industrial 

scale batch setups the effective aqueous-organic interfacial area can 

decrease drastically, negatively affecting reaction performance given the 

scale-dependent mixing property.69,70 For instance in lab-scale liquid-liquid 

agitators (10 cm diameter) a values of ca. 3,000 – 8,000 m2/m3 were 
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obtained and a drastic decrease in a was observed when further increasing 

the vessel diameter.70 In contrast, microreactors have the benefit of 

continuous flow operation and relatively easy upscaling without a significant 

performance loss (e.g., in the effective interfacial area). Upscaling of 

microreactors can be done by numbering-up, where multiple microreactors 

are operated simultaneously as a reactor bundle.54 When a proper 

distributor is attached before the individual reactor inlets, the liquid-liquid 

slug flow profile can be generated more or less uniformly across different 

channels so that the enhanced mass transfer and process control in scaled-

up microreactors systems is not changed considerably.55 Moreover, when 

operating the reaction in smaller diameter microreactors where the 

aqueous-organic interfacial area is further increased, the reaction rate can 

be enhanced even further (e.g., a full oleic acid conversion can be thus 

achieved at shorter residence times or lower enzyme concentrations). 

However, this efficiency increase might be at the cost of increased 

numbering-up efforts since more reaction channels are likely required for a 

given production capacity.  

5.3.2. Kinetic model validation in the PTFE microreactor 

From the previous studies,27,39 it was concluded that the kinetics of the 

enzymatic esterification of oleic acid with 1-butanol could be well described 

by a Ping Pong Bi Bi mechanism with competitive inhibition of 1-butanol. 

Similar mechanisms were found in the lipase-catalyzed (trans)esterification 

of other fatty acids (or plant oils) and alcohols.26,30,71 Such mechanism 

describes that the substrates are adsorbed successively to the enzyme 

active site on the liquid-liquid interface. The reaction rate of oleic acid (RFA) 

is given as27 

,

,, ,

, , ,

1 1

enz enz aq

FA

BuOH orgM FA M BuOH

FA org I BuOH BuOH org

k C
R

CK K

C K C

= −
     

+ + +          
     

 (5.9) 

Here Cenz,aq is the aqueous phase enzyme concentration (genz/Laq). CFA,org 

and CBuOH,org denote the molar concentrations of fatty acid (oleic acid in this 

case) and 1-butanol in the organic phase, respectively. kenz is the kinetic 

constant (mol·Laq/(genz·Lorg·s)). KM,FA and KM,BuOH are the Michaelis-Menten 

parameters for oleic acid and 1-butanol, respectively and KI,BuOH is the 

inhibition parameter of 1-butanol.  

According to the mass balance in the microreactor, it is obtained that 
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The above equation is rearranged as 

,org FA org

FA

org aq

Q dC
R

Q Q dτ
=

+
 (5.11) 

The distribution of 1-butanol over the water – n-heptane system is well 

described by assuming a partition coefficient (m = 1.83 at 30 °C),72 which 

is unaffected by the amount of oleic acid or 1-butanol present in the 

system.27  

,

,

BuOH org

BuOH aq

C
m

C
=  (5.12) 

Here CBuOH,aq is the molar concentration of 1-butanol in the aqueous phase. 

CBuOH,org at a certain microreactor axial position is then derived according to 

its mass balance as  

( ), , , ,0 ,
,
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BuOH org f FA org FA org

BuOH org
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C C C
C

Q

mQ

− −
=

+
 (5.13) 

The literature has indicated that the enzymatic reaction takes place at 

the aqueous-organic interface,27,66,67 thus the reaction rate is affected 

greatly by the interfacial area (e.g., see Figure 5.5) and the corresponding 

amount of enzyme available at the interface. According to the enzyme mass 

balance, there is73 

*
, , 1 org

enz aq enz bulk

aq

Q
C C E a

Q

 
= + +  

 
  (5.14) 

where E* is the superficial concentration of enzyme adsorbed on the 

aqueous-organic interface (genz/m2) and Cenz,bulk the unbound enzyme 

concentration in the liquid bulk which is described by 
* *

, * *
max

d
enz bulk

K E
C

E E
=

−
  (5.15) 

*
maxE  is the maximum superficial concentration of the adsorbed enzyme 

(genz/m2) and *
d

K  is the interfacial affinity constant (genz/Laq) that describes 

the equilibrium between the enzyme adsorption/desorption rate. This 

indicates the existence of a dynamic exchange between enzymes at the 

interface and in the bulk.  
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Eq. 5.14 is also based on the assumption that the actual phase fraction 

in the microreactor is equal to the volumetric phase fraction (e.g., βorg for 

the organic phase as defined in Eq. 5.16), which is roughly satisfied for 

liquid-liquid slug flow at low mixture velocities as used in this work (i.e., 

with negligible film thickness).74  

org

org

aq org

Q

Q Q
β =

+
  (5.16) 

When most enzyme is assumed unbound and present in the aqueous bulk 

(e.g., when Cenz,aq is not too low), that is, 

*
, 1 org

enz bulk

aq

Q
C E a

Q

 
>> +  

 
  (5.17) 

Thus, , ,enz aq enz bulk
C C≈ . With the presence of a sufficiently large interfacial 

area available for the enzyme to adsorb, the interface is not fully saturated 

by the adsorbed enzyme (i.e., when * *
maxE E>> ). Then according to Eq. 5.15, 

Cenz,bulk ∝ E* and consequently Cenz,aq ∝ E*. This first implies that under such 

circumstances, E* would remain constant for a given Cenz,aq. Moreover, an 

increase of the interfacial area would lead to a linear increase of the absolute 

amount of enzyme adsorbed at the interface, and with that the reaction 

rate. Then, Eq. 5.9 can be rewritten as a function of the interfacial area for 

the current microreactor system as  

"
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 (5.18) 

where "
FA

R  is the reaction rate of oleic acid based on interfacial area1 and 
"
enz

k  the kinetic constant based on interfacial area. The value of "
enz

k  should 

be constant and is determined from the literature, i.e., by correcting kenz 

for the estimated interfacial area in the batch reactor studied by Kraai et 

al.27 (cf. Section S5.1 in the Supporting Information). Values of kinetic 

parameters in Eq. 5.18 according to their study are further presented in 

Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1. Values of the kinetic parameters in Eq. 5.18. Adapted from the model of Kraai 
et al.27 with permission from Elsevier.  

Parameter Value 

kenz [× 10-3 mol·Laq/(genz·Lorg·s)] 7.384 ± 0.001 
"
enz

k  [× 10-8 mol·m/(genz·s)] a 2.956 

KM,FA [mol/Lorg] 0.06776 ± 0.00026 

KM,BuOH [mol/Lorg] 0.2536 ± 0.0011 

KI,BuOH [mol/Lorg] 0.1277 ± 0.0004 
a Details of calculation are shown in Section S5.1 of the Supporting Information. 

Eq. 5.11, in combination with Eqs. 5.13 and 5.18, can be solved 

analytically to obtain the relation between the oleic acid conversion and the 

residence time in the microreactor based on the specific interfacial area 

obtained by flow visualization and the kinetic parameters in Table 5.1  

(cf. Eq. S5.17 in the Supporting Information). The positive effect of the 

interfacial area on the oleic acid conversion as observed in Figure 5.5 can 

be further explained according to this relation.  

To validate the applicability of the kinetic model of Kraai et al.27 (Eq. 5.18 

with the kinetic parameters from Table 5.1) in the current microreactors, 

the experimental and modelled oleic acid conversions are depicted as a 

function of the residence time in PTFE microreactors of 0.5 and 0.8 mm 

inner diameters (Figure 5.7). 

 

Figure 5.7. Oleic acid conversion as a function of the residence time in PTFE microreactors 
according to the experimental measurement and the kinetic model of Kraai et al.27 Reaction 
conditions: 30 °C, UM = 20 cm/min, Qaq/Qorg = 1, CFA,org,0 = 0.62 mol/Lorg,  
CBuOH,org,f = 0.96 mol/Lorg, Cenz,aq = 2.32 g/Laq, dC = 0.5 or 0.8 mm. The residence time was 
varied by changing the microreactor length. a is about 5,000 or 3,700 m2/m3 for the 
microreactor with dC = 0.5 or 0.8 mm, respectively. 
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The kinetic model of Kraai et al.27 is able to well describe the oleic acid 

conversion in the PTFE microreactor when correcting for the difference in 

the liquid-liquid interfacial area obtained therein. A somewhat significant 

error of the oleic acid conversion in the experimental values seems to exist 

at long residence times. This could be due to the increased pressure drop 

given the used long microreactors, which may result in a fluctuation in the 

flow rate delivered by the syringe pump and/or flow profile disturbances, 

thus affecting the effective residence time or interfacial area.  

To further validate the model for a broader range of reaction conditions, 

kinetic variables (i.e., the aqueous enzyme concentration, initial 1-butanol 

and oleic acid concentrations in the organic feed) were varied and the 

obtained experimental results are compared with the model predictions in 

Figures 8a-c. All reactions were performed in a PTFE microreactor  

(dC = 0.8 mm, LC = 1 m) at the same flow conditions (Qaq = 0.05 mL/min, 

Qorg = 0.05 mL/min, τ = 5 min). The model in general corresponds well with 

the experimental data. The reaction rate appears to be linearly dependent 

on the aqueous phase enzyme concentration and thus is enhanced if there 

is more enzyme available to be bound to the aqueous-organic interface 

(Figure 5.8a). This further confirms our previous assumption that the 

aqueous enzyme concentration is indeed proportional to the superficial 

concentration of enzyme adsorbed on the aqueous-organic interface (i.e., 

Cenz,aq ∝ E*) for the experiments described in this work.  

Figure 5.8b reveals that for relatively low 1-butanol concentrations in the 

organic feed (CBuOH,org,f), the reaction rate increased to an optimum and 

further increasing the concentration led to a decrease in the reaction rate. 

This indicates that although increasing the 1-butanol concentration could 

enhance the reaction rate, 1-butanol tended to compete with oleic acid for 

the enzyme active sites and thus competitively inhibited the reaction.27 A 

decrease in the initial oleic acid concentration (CFA,org,0) resulted in a lower 

oleic acid conversion (Figure 5.8c), since the reaction could be roughly 

assumed below 1st order in oleic acid (cf. Eq. S5.10 in the Supporting 

Information).  

Experiments were performed in the PTFE microreactor at various 

volumetric organic fractions (βorg; Eq. 5.16) by varying the aqueous to 

organic volumetric flow ratio. The oleic acid conversion decreased all the 

way with increasing βorg (or equivalently with increasing Qaq/Qorg), which is 

in good agreement with the model predictions as well (Figure 5.8d). This 

oleic acid conversion decrease is firstly due to the increase in the volume of 
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the organic reaction phase which logically resulted in relatively lower 

conversions since the reaction that is below 1st order in oleic acid. Above 

that, an increase in the volumetric organic fraction led to longer organic 

slugs, which are the continuous phase in the hydrophobic PTFE microreactor 

(Figure 5.6), meaning that less and smaller aqueous droplets were formed 

for a given volume of the unit cell in slug flow. This resulted in a decreased 

specific interfacial area and, with that, oleic acid conversion.  

 
Figure 5.8. Influence of the (a) enzyme concentration, (b) 1-butanol feed concentration, 
(c) initial oleic acid concentration and (d) volumetric organic fraction on the oleic acid 
conversion in a PTFE microreactor according to the experimental measurements and the 
kinetic model of Kraai et al.27 Reaction conditions (unless stated otherwise): 30 °C,  
QM = 0.1 mL/min, Qaq/Qorg = 1, CFA,org,0 = 0.62 mol/Lorg, CBuOH,org,f = 0.96 mol/Lorg,  
Cenz,aq = 2.32 g/Laq, dC = 0.8 mm, LC = 1 m, τ = 5 min. Lines illustrate the model predictions 
and symbols represent the measured data.  a ≈ 3,700 m2/m3 for Qaq/Qorg = 1.  
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The kinetic model of Kraai et al.27 was originally developed for a fixed 

interfacial area (albeit a non-uniform droplet size distribution) in a batch 

reactor, since the stirring speed and the aqueous to organic volumetric ratio 

were not altered. The results in this work (Figures 5.7 and 5.8) corroborate 

the model validity in the current PTFE microreactor system, under wider 

operational ranges dealing with different aqueous to organic volumetric flow 

ratios and interfacial areas thereof. 

5.3.3. Biodiesel production optimization: Enzyme turnover 

number in PTFE and stainless steel microreactors  

Enzymatic biodiesel synthesis in biphasic systems can be economically 

attractive as it greatly reduces the required reaction temperature and 

processing steps. However, the main downside of using enzymes 

industrially for this application is that lipases are more expensive than 

conventional alkali catalysts and confined by relatively slow reaction 

kinetics. Hence, to increase techno-economic feasibility of the process, 

enzyme utilization needs to be optimized. The enzyme turnover number 

(TON) is a good indicator for the enzyme usage efficiency and process 

performance, which is defined as the amount of biodiesel (in this case butyl 

oleate) produced per amount of enzyme per unit time.  

, ,0

,

org FA org FABE

aq enz aq

Q C Y
TON

Q C τ
=   (5.19) 

Under operating conditions with high TON values, less enzyme is required 

for a target production capacity, which significantly increases the economic 

feasibility of the process. To optimize the PTFE microreactor for more 

efficient enzyme usage, the aqueous to organic volumetric flow ratio was 

already altered in the hydrophobic PTFE reactor (Figure 5.8d). The 

corresponding experiments were also performed in a hydrophilic stainless 

steel (SS) microreactor. Each experiment was carried out under otherwise 

the same conditions (i.e., temperature, enzyme and initial substrate 

concentrations) at a residence time of 5 min in the PTFE (dC = 0.8 mm) and 

7.8 min in the stainless steel microreactor (dC = 1 mm). The reaction 

performance of the stainless steel microreactor is compared with that of the 

PTFE microreactor in terms of TON (Figure 5.9a), and with the model 

prediction in terms of the oleic acid conversion (Figure 5.9b). It is seen that 

by performing the reaction at higher βorg values (i.e., lower Qaq/Qorg values) 

in the stainless steel microreactor, a higher TON value is obtained  
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(Figure 5.9a). For the PTFE microreactor, however, higher βorg values do 

not always contribute to an increase in TON. This is because an increase in 

βorg in this case resulted in a decrease in the interfacial area, thus 

decreasing the reaction rate. So, although less enzyme was required, the 

decreased reaction rate counteracted in such a way that TON is more or 

less unaffected at different volumetric organic fractions. 

 

Figure 5.9. Influence of the volumetric organic fraction on (a) the enzyme turnover 
number and (b) the oleic acid conversion. Data in (a) are shown for both the PTFE 
microreactor (dC = 0.8 mm, LC = 1 m, τ = 5 min) and the stainless steel microreactor  
(dC = 1.0 mm, LC = 1 m, τ = 7.8 min). Data in (b) are shown only for the same stainless 
steel microreactor. Reaction conditions: 30 °C, QM = 0.1 mL/min, CBuOH,org,f = 0.96 mol/Lorg, 
CFA,org,0 = 0.62 mol/Lorg, Cenz,aq = 2.32 g/Laq. Lines illustrate the kinetic model predictions 
and symbols represent the measured data.   

By adjusting Qaq/Qorg and thus βorg, the concentrations of 1-butanol in the 

aqueous and organic phases in the microreactor were altered according to 

its distribution over the two phases (Eq. 5.13). However, this change in 

concentration (e.g., CBuOH,org,0 = 0.3 mol/Lorg for Qaq/Qorg = 4 and  

CBuOH,org,0 = 0.92 mol/Lorg for Qaq/Qorg = 0.083) does not have a considerable 

influence on the oleic acid conversion for a given residence time (Figure 

5.8b) and thus TON. Nevertheless, the interfacial area is affected 

significantly by a change in both Qaq/Qorg (or βorg) and the wettability of the 

microreactor. The aqueous phase containing the enzyme was the 

continuous phase in the hydrophilic stainless steel microreactor and 

appeared as the discrete droplet in the hydrophobic PTFE microreactor. 

Thus, an increase in βorg resulted in relatively longer organic droplets in the 

former case, whereas in the latter case shorter aqueous droplets were 

generated (Figure 5.10). Long droplets contribute to a considerable increase 
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in the interfacial area that increased the reaction rate (Figure 5.10). Hence, 

the stainless steel microreactor is significantly more effective in terms of 

TON by operating at relatively high volumetric organic fractions than the 

PTFE microreactor, and is thus more attractive for process intensification. 

An interesting observation is that the kinetic model of Kraai et al.27 does 

not fit well with the stainless steel microreactor data in terms of TON and 

especially the oleic acid conversion (Figures 5.9a and 5.9b). The actual slug 

flow profile in this microreactor is unknown and the interfacial area therein 

was inferred from the glass capillary attached at its outlet (Figure 5.10). 

The interfacial area in the stainless steel microreactor might thus be 

different, which could affect the accuracy of the model estimation to some 

extent.  

 

Figure 5.10. Effect of the volumetric organic fraction on the measured interfacial area in 
the hydrophobic PTFE and hydrophilic stainless steel capillary microreactors. Typical flow 
images are included for illustrative purposes. The interfacial area in the stainless steel 
microreactor was inferred from the flow images in the glass capillary attached at its outlet. 

Moreover, in the stainless steel microreactor, there is an aqueous film 

surrounding the organic droplet. The film thickness (δ) can be estimated 

from75  
2
3

2
3

0.66

1 3.33C

Ca

d
Ca

δ =
+

 (5.20) 

where Ca is the capillary number defined by 

aq M
U

Ca
µ

σ
=  (5.21) 
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In this equation, μaq is the dynamic viscosity of the continuous phase 

(water; being 7.98 × 10-4 Pa·s at 30 °C) and σ the interfacial tension  

(50.30 mN/m at 30 °C for water – n-heptane system).76 

Under typical reaction conditions relevant to Figure 5.9  

(UM = 12.7 cm/min), Ca is 3.36 × 10-5 and the film thickness  

6.85 × 10-7 m in the stainless steel microreactor. Because of the thin 

aqueous film, the local specific interfacial area in the film (i.e., the total 

interfacial area of the film divided by the film volume) is high. Thus, it is 

likely that the enzyme amount in the liquid film was not high enough so 

that the interface in the film region may not be utilized sufficiently by 

enzyme for the reaction (cf. Eq. 5.14). This means that the reaction rate is 

less enhanced by a further increase of the interfacial area (in the film 

region) as Eq. 5.18 implies. Thus, a more significant decrease in the oleic 

acid conversion compared with the model prediction at higher βorg values 

could be present given the more dominant contribution of the less active 

film region to the interfacial area (Figure 5.10). This could explain the model 

overestimation in the oleic acid conversion at much higher βorg values in this 

microreactor (Figure 5.9b). However, at much lower βorg values, the model 

should predict better since the aqueous film was much shorter, and the 

droplet caps have a more dominant contribution to the interfacial area 

(Figure 5.10). This is not in line with the observed model underestimation 

in Figure 5.9b under such circumstances, the reason of which is unknown 

and is an ongoing subject of our study. 

In the PTFE microreactor, the enzyme was present in the aqueous droplet 

(Figure 5.10). Thus, it is expected that there was always enough enzyme 

available to exchange at the interface to catalyze the reaction, which was 

further facilitated by the enhanced mass transfer in the droplet due to inner 

circulation therein.62,63  

5.3.4. Outlook 

Although n-heptane was used in this work as a model organic solvent, for 

commercial applications the reaction should be performed in more 

industrially attractive solvents. The use of other alkanes as solvent in an 

otherwise the same biphasic system was tested by Kraai et al.27 High 

molecular weight alkanes (i.e., decane) resulted in a faster reaction rate 

due to a higher partition of 1-butanol towards the organic phase, increasing 

its concentration level therein. Conventional diesel (consisting of relatively 

long alkanes) could be a promising solvent, particularly to produce 
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(bio)diesel blends. Other low molecular weight alcohols (e.g., methanol and 

ethanol) can be used in the current microreactor system as well. However, 

in batch reactors these were already shown to give lower reaction rates due 

to their lower solubility in the organic phase (n-heptane) which decreased 

the organic phase alcohol concentration.27 Relatively high molecular weight 

alcohols (e.g., 1-octanol), despite their higher partition coefficient, also 

decreased the reaction rate. It is likely that the long alkane tail of the alcohol 

decelerated binding with the enzyme by the increased steric hindrance as 

compared to smaller alcohols (e.g., 1-butanol).27 Besides oleic acid 

esterification tested in this work, the current microreactor system could be 

used for the esterification of fatty acids, the transesterification of biobased 

oils and particularly oil sources having relatively high free fatty acid content 

(e.g., waste cooking oils). However, it should be noted that the free lipase-

catalyzed transesterification of triglycerides proceeds much slower than the 

fatty acid esterification in these biphasic systems and as such considerably 

longer residence times are required.30 Furthermore, the industrial scale 

production of biodiesel in microreactors, despite their relatively easy scale-

up, is challenging given the large production quantities required. As such, 

small scale and localized (e.g., in rural areas) biodiesel production may be 

a more promising application for scaled-up microreactor processes.  

The modelling and reactor engineering aspects presented in this work are 

not solely confined to the synthesis of biodiesel. Many other (free enzyme 

catalyzed) reactions in biphasic systems that take place on the liquid-liquid 

interface could benefit from the current findings.77 These can be e.g., 

alternative lipase-catalyzed reactions for the production of esters, or 

reactions using other enzymes (e.g., cellulase) that are activated on the 

liquid-liquid interface.  

5.4. Conclusions 

The enzymatic esterification of oleic acid with 1-butanol to butyl oleate 

was performed in a biphasic aqueous-organic system in capillary 

microreactors. The free Rhizomucor miehei lipase as enzyme was dissolved 

in the aqueous phase, oleic acid in n-heptane and 1-butanol distributed over 

the two phases. The reaction temperature was 30 °C. No mass transfer 

limitations were observed in the PTFE microreactor operated under slug 

flow, as indicated by no significant change in the oleic acid conversion while 

performing the reaction at the same residence time but different flow 
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velocities. A close to 100% yield of butyl oleate could be achieved in the 

microreactor having an inner diameter of 0.8 mm within a residence time 

of 30 min. The increased interfacial area in smaller diameter microreactors 

significantly enhanced the reaction rate, given increased enzymatic activity 

by interfacial activation (i.e., more enzyme available to be bound to the 

interface). The reaction rate in the PTFE microreactor as a function of kinetic 

variables (i.e., enzyme and substrate concentration), the interfacial area 

and the aqueous-organic volumetric flow ratio is well described by the 

literature kinetic model based on a Ping Pong Bi Bi mechanism with 

competitive inhibition of 1-butanol.27 At relatively high volumetric organic 

fractions, the enzyme turnover number was enhanced significantly in the 

hydrophilic stainless steel microreactor, as compared to the hydrophobic 

PTFE one, making the former microreactor promising for process 

intensification. However, due to the unknown flow profiles in the 

nontransparent stainless steel microreactor, its reaction performance in 

comparison with the kinetic model prediction needs to be further 

investigated. Although higher reaction rates can be obtained in optimized 

lab-scale batch reactors under intensive stirring than in microreactors used 

in this work, microreactors have the benefit of flow operation and relatively 

easy upscaling without a significant performance loss. Moreover, a precise 

control over parameters (among others interfacial area) in microreactors 

allows for more accurate kinetic investigations and the optimization of 

reaction conditions, as demonstrated for the enzymatic biodiesel synthesis.  

Notation 

a Specific interfacial area, m2/m3    

C Concentration, mol/m3    

Ca Capillary number   

d Inner diameter, m  

e Ellipticity of the oblate spheroid 

E* Superficial concentration of enzyme adsorbed on the interface, 

genz/m2    

k Kinetic constant, mol·Laq/(genz·Lorg·s)   

k* Kinetic constant based on interfacial area, mol·m/(genz·s)  
*
d

K   Interfacial affinity constant, genz/Laq     

KI Inhibition constant, mol/Lorg    

KM Michaelis-Menten constant, mol/Lorg   
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L Length, m      

m Partition coefficient  

Q Volumetric flow rate, m3/s   

R Reaction rate, mol/(Lorg·s)    

R” Reaction rate based on interfacial area, mol·m/(Laq·s)    

TON Enzyme turnover number, molFABE/(genz·s)   

U  Velocity, m/s      

V Volume, m3     

X Conversion 

Y Yield 

Greek letters 

β Phase volumetric fraction 

δ Film thickness, m 

μ Dynamic viscosity, Pa·s    

σ Surface tension, N/m    

τ Residence time, s 

Subscripts 

0 Microreactor inlet 

aq Aqueous phase 

BuOH 1-Butanol 

C Capillary microreactor 

D Droplet 

enz Enzyme  

f Feed 

FA Fatty acid (oleic acid) 

FABE Fatty acid butyl ester (butyl oleate) 

M Two-phase mixture 

org Organic phase 

S Slug 
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Supporting Information – Chapter 5 

S5.1. Determination of the interfacial area and kinetic constant 

in a stirred batch reactor 

This section describes the calculation of the interfacial area and the 

kinetic constant based on interfacial area ( "
enz

k ) in the kinetic model of  

Kraai et al.1 In their study, a batch stirred tank reactor was used. The 

organic phase void fraction (ε) is calculated by 

43.5
0.42

43.5 60
org

org aq

V

V V
ε = = =

+ +
 (S5.1) 

Here Vorg and Vaq are the respective organic (43.5 mL) and aqueous  

(60 mL) phase volumes in the reactor.  

The interfacial area (a) in the reactor is calculated as  

2 36
105,000 m /m

S

a
d

ε= =   (S5.2) 

where dS is the average Sauter diameter of the droplets (24 µm).  

The reaction rate based on interfacial area, "
FA

R , is derived from 
"
FA FA orgR A R V=   (S5.3) 

Here A is the total interfacial area (m2). Then, based on Eq. 5.9, it is further 

obtained that 

( )""
" 1FA aq org aqFA

FA FA

org org org

R a V V VR A
R R a

V V V

+  
= = = +  

 
 (S5.4) 

Accordingly, "
enz

k  is calculated from  

"
enz

enz

org

k A
k

V
=  (S5.5) 

This finally leads to 

"

1

enz
enz

aq

org

k
k

V
a

V

=
 

+  
 

  (S5.6) 

Note that the value of kenz varies depending on the interfacial area and 

the phase fraction in the reactor. Kraai et al.1 determined kenz in their study 

(with a fixed interfacial area; cf. Eq. S5.2) to be  

7.384 × 10-3 mol·Laq/(genz ·Lorg·s), then there is according to Eq. S5.6 that 
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For the continuous flow microreactor used in this work, based on the 

assumption that the actual phase fraction in the microreactor is equal to the 

volumetric phase fraction (i.e., 
aq org aq org

V V Q Q= ), Eq. S5.6 is rearranged 

as 
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Q
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  (S5.8) 

S5.2. Determination of the oleic acid conversion from the 

kinetic model 

To describe the oleic acid conversion as a function of the residence time, 

the kinetic rate equation needs to be incorporated in the oleic acid mass 

balance. A combination of Eqs. 5.9, 5.11, 5.13 and 5.18 leads to 
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The above equation can be simplified as 

, 1

3 4
2

, 5 ,
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where fi (i = 1 – 5) are constants for a given operational condition 

represented by 
2

"
1 ,1 aq
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Q
f k a C
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5 , , , ,0BuOH org f FA org
f C C= −   (S5.15) 

An integration of Eq. S5.10 between the microreactor inlet (τ = 0) and a 

certain downstream location (τ = τ) finally leads to 

( ) , , 5
2 , , ,0 3 4

1 , ,0 , ,0 5

1
ln lnFA org FA org

FA org FA org

FA org FA org

C C f
f C C f f

f C C f
τ

    +
 = − − + +       +    

     (S5.16) 

Then, the oleic acid conversion (defined in Eq. 5.1) at a given residence 

time in the microreactor can be calculated from  

( ) ( ), ,0 5
2 , ,0 3 4

1 , ,0 5

11
ln 1 ln FA org FA

FA org FA FA

FA org

C X f
f C X f X f

f C f
τ

  − +
 = − − −    +  

 (S5.17) 

Eq. S5.17 explains quantitatively the positive effect of the interfacial area 

on the oleic acid conversion (as shown in Figure 5.5). That is, an increase 

of the specific interfacial area (a) leads to an increased f1 and subsequently 

an increased oleic acid conversion for a given residence time (other 

conditions remain unchanged as well).  
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